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The Spreadsheet Applications Manual, which has been
designed to accompany the third edition of Colin Drury's
Management and Cost Accounting is intended to enable
students to develop a deeper understanding of
management and cost accounting through using and
building spreadsheets. It contains a section on
spreadsheet basics as well as one on advanced
techniques, and over 20 spreadsheet designs which are
based on examples, exhibits or self-assessment
questions in Colin Drury's book.
Merrett provides a concise but comprehensive treatment
of one of the central issues in environmental
management. Informed by an evolutionary political
economy perspective, this text draws on a worldwide
range of case studies and examples.

Management and Cost Accounting, 6e Value Media
Edition offers the student an extensive set of
learning resources to help reinforce learning from the
book and get extra practice, and now includes these
additional FREE resources for students: NEW! Downloadable StudentÃ ;'s Manual NEW! Downloadable Guide to Excel NEW! - Spreadsheets
of Key Examples NEW! - PowerPointÃ ;Â® Slides
NEW! - Real World Views The market-leading
European text on management accounting and
comprehensive authority on all aspects of the
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subject has been streamlined and substantially
redesigned in its 6th edition to make it even more
suitable for the needs of todayÃ ;'s student. The aim
of the new edition is to explain the principles
involved in the design and evaluation of
management and cost accounting information
systems. The emphasis in the book is on
management accounting systems that will be used
for internal decision-making purposes within an
organisation, however, cost accounting systems for
external reporting are also comprehensively
covered. It has been brought up to date with the
latest developments in the subject. Having been
made stronger pedagogically with the addition of the
answers to the questions and more real-world mini
cases, the text brings home the relevance of the
subject matter to the real world of business.
Standard costing is the foundation upon which much
management accounting and budgetary practice
rests, yet it is often misunderstood. In this book Colin
Drury sets out the nature and scope of standard
costing whilst clearly identifying its limitations. The
calculation and interpretation of the full range of cost
accounting variances is covered, together with the
formal analysis of the decision to investigate
variances. The way in which standard costing
information is recorded in the accounts is also dealt
with in depth, as this step is essential to a full
appreciation of the role of standard costing. Finally,
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the usefulness of traditional standard costing
techniques in a modern production environment is
assessed.
The aim of this established and best-selling textbook
is to provide an introduction to the theory and
practice of cost and management accounting. The
book is intended primarily for accounting students
who are pursuing a one or two semester basic
introductory cost and management accounting
course. It covers the basic topics needed on an
introductory course in management accounting. This
book is a companion volume to Management and
Cost Accounting, which includes more advanced
topics not suitable for introductory courses. Overall,
the book is a rigorous, clear and easy-to understand
introduction to cost and management accounting,
with a tried and tested successful format that has
enabled literally thousands of students to pass their
exams.The book has an accompanying Student's
Manual, which is an optional purchase for students.
It contains answers to Review Problems in the whitetinted text boxes. The book stands entirely on its
own without the Student's Manual.There is also a
hard-copy Instructor's manual available.There is a
Companion Website where tutors can download the
Student's manual and Instructor's Manual as well as
other resources.
No further information has been provided for this
title.
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This international best-seller provides a clear and
accessible introduction to cost and management
accounting. Colin Drury's renowned authoring
expertise blends theory and practice and the text
encompasses all the basic topics needed on an
introductory course. Now in its seventh edition, Cost
and Management Accounting has been carefully
updated to ensure it precisely fits the latest course
and examination requirements.
This card contains a PINcode which allows 12
months access to the student resource website that
accompanies Management and Cost Accounting, 6e
(Value Media Edition) by Colin Drury. This PINcode
is bundled FREE of charge when purchased in
conjunction with the textbook.
Management and Cost Accounting
There is growing interest in the history of accounting
amongst both accounting practitioners and
accounting academics. This interest developed
steadily from about 1970 and really ‘took off’ in the
1990s. However, there is a lack of texts dealing with
major aspects of accounting history that can be used
in classrooms, to inform new researchers, and to
provide a source of reference for established
researchers.The great deal of research into cost and
management accounting in Britain published in
academic journals over the last twenty
years–including the authors' own
contributions–makes The History of Cost and
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Management Accountingan essential contribution to
the field.
Markus Hammer investigates a time-based and
analytics-supported operations management
approach. He explores five perspectives: 1) the
needs of industry, in particular manufacturing in
process industries, 2) the impact of digitization, with
focus on Big Data and analytics, 3) the management
of operations through time-based performance
metrics, 4) how operations improvement methods
and advanced process control help achieve resourceproductive operations and 5) learning from practice
based on two empirical case studies. The author
conceives, explains, and tests an implementation
methodology. The final case study proves that the
developed implementation methodology works in
practice.
For over thirty years, Colin Drury has been at the forefront of
helping students learn the key concepts and processes in
management and cost accounting through his textbooks. Now
in its tenth edition, Management and Cost Accounting has
been the leading textbook in the field for three decades, and
continues to blend theory and practice in language that is
clear and accessible. As well as covering everything students
need to know for management accounting and cost
accounting modules on undergraduate courses, or
postgraduate students studying these topics for the first time,
this book will also help prepare those taking the professional
accounting bodies' management and cost accounting
examinations.The new edition has been completely updated
to reflect recent developments in the field, and now includes
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additional emphasis on value creation, and links strategic
performance management more closely to divisional financial
performance measurement. An entirely new chapter has also
been added looking at the challenges management
accountants will face in the future.
This revised edition of ADVANCED MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING provides a comprehensive and updated
coverage of important topics, current trends, latest ideas and
researches in management accounting. Expanding on its
theoretical base, the book provides practical exposition to
help students strengthen conceptual understanding and
develop problem-solving skills to succeed in the classroom
and beyond. Pedagogically enriched with new features and
an impressive layout, this new edition is an essential text for
students of M.Com, MBA, CA, ICWA, CS, CFA and other
professional courses
Drury's Management & Cost Accounting is the market-leading
European text on management accounting and is a
comprehensive authority on all aspects of the subject. This
accompanying Student's Manual is a workbook that
comprises a set of extra problems and solutions that
correspond with the chapters of the main text. Together, the
main text and the Student's manual form an ideal learning
package. The problems and solutions allow students to
pursue topics in more depth and to concentrate on the
application of principles in management and cost accounting.
The key topics are covered in detail and provide a superb
opportunity to practise answering exam questions, many of
which are taken from past papers of professional
accountancy bodies such as CIMA, ACCA, AAT, ICAEW and
ICAI.
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